
FASCINATINGLY FABULOUS WALLCOVERINGS

WALLS TURNING INTO 
DESIGN HIGHLIGHTS

varitess® Vinyl
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E-Mail:    wallcovering@lahnpaper.de

www.lahnpaper.de/en

Lahnpaper GmbH

Auf Brühl 15 - 27

56112 Lahnstein

Germany

Made in Germany Wall-pasting 
technique 

PVC-free Emission A+ Skin-friendly Free from 
plasticizers

Lahnpaper is a quality-driven market leader in the international market for fibre products,  
looking back on over 100 years of experience in the development, production and further  
processing of nonwovens and special paper. Lahnpaper is part of the Kajo Neukirchen Group. 
Around 170 employees strive to offer our customers and partners genuine added value. This 
applies particularly also to exceptional customer solutions that are successfully and efficiently 
implemented thanks to state-of-the-art technology and experienced experts. 

When it comes to production, our company attaches a great deal of importance to the  
sustainable and environmentally friendly use of resources such as raw material, water,  
and energy. Numerous Lahnpaper products are available with the FSC® or STANDARD 100 
by Oeko-Tex® certifications. In addition, Lahnpaper is certified according to DIN EN ISO 14001 
(environmental management), DIN EN ISO 50001 (energy management) as well as  
DIN EN ISO 9001 (quality management).

NATURALLY INNOVATIVE

Membership of associations Certificates



USING EVERY FREEDOM 
TO SHAPE DESIGN
varitess® Vinyl is the high-quality wallpaper nonwoven that offers a multiplicity of wallpaper options. During the printing 
process, the nonwoven perfectly maintains its dimensional stability and is ideally suited for further processing, mainly 
using screen, digital and combination printing procedures or hot stamping and coatings. This produces refined master-
pieces that turn rooms into unique spaces – such as, for example, high-volume relief wallpapers with golden highlights 
that create a fascinating interplay between light and shadow. Tradespeople too love varitess® Vinyl as it makes the job 
of wallpapering and dry stripping so much easier.

varitess® 602.120

varitess® 263.085

varitess® 275.083

varitess® 912.065

Premium

ALL BENEFITS OF varitess® VINYL:

 great dimensional stability
 high volume
 pleasant haptics
 great dimensional stability during the printing process
 excellent further processing
 retaining stability during embossing
 easy dry strippability

varitess® VINYL OVERVIEW

Products Grammage in g/m²
DIN EN ISO 536 

Thickness in µm
DIN EN ISO 534

Opacity in %
DIN 53 146 

Premium varitess® 602.120 120 345 83

varitess® 263.085 85 210 77

varitess® 275.083 83 110 89

varitess® 912.065 65 170 70

varitess® Vinyl


